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“In a world plagued by crime, corruption, and 
 confusion...”

“One organization works in the shadows to right
 these wrongs…”

“Sending its TOP AGENTS to solve any 
 mysterious mystery...”

These are
our stories!

Chapter 1



* Very Exciting Spy Technology  **Special Undercover Investigation Teams

Mango! Get offa
          my case!

Oh. Sorry,
Brash.

Our new V.E.S.T.*s are in this S.U.I.T.**case, along
with our next undercover assignment!

ARE
ON THE
CASE!

&
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Is it cowboys? I hope
it’s cowboys!

A mustache!
It IS cowboys!

Hey, pardner… I mustache you a question…
             Howdy I look?

COWBOYS in the CITY? That’s absurd!
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What, you never heard
of an urban cowboy?

YEE-HAW!

Look, we’re not going 
undercover as cowboys. 
We’re...

…bakers?

Then this mustache must mean... ...only one thing…

HONK!

 HONK!

  HON
K!
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PIZZA! CUPCAKES!

What? Mango, how do
you get pizza from

a mustache?

Oh, I dunno, like, every 
 pizza box EVER?

Well, then I guess you’re 
not familiar with world- 
famous cupcake chef 
GUSTAVO MUSTACHIO!

From Facial Hair to Chocolate ÉclairGustavo Mustachio
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Fine. You know what will 
settle this?

This file that has our 
assignment in it?

 I was gonna say 
“thumb war,” but
 okay, read the file,
 I guess.

Let’s see…

Ooh,
     holographical! 

bee
p!
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INVESTIGATORS! Your 
assignment is to go under-
cover at Batter Down, the 
bakery owned by this man: 
world-famous cupcake chef 

Gustavo Mustachio.

AH-HA! I was
right!

You might also recognize 
him from, like, every pizza 
box ever.

   AH-HA! I was ALSO
right! 

QUIET, you two! Chef 
Gustavo has gone MISSING!
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Mustachio hasn’t been seen in 
TWO WEEKS! We suspect foul 
play. Batter Down was about 
to unveil his latest culinary 
masterpiece.

Someone must be 
after his secret 
recipes!

Or maybe some nefarious 
villain needs an expert baker 

and/or mustache model.

Hey, anything’s possible. 

twirl
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Your mission, Mango and 
Brash, is to find out what 
happened to Chef Gustavo 
and make sure his secret 
recipes are safe!

Don’t worry, we’re 
on the case!

This file will
 self-destruct...

eventually.

I’m not getting on
the case again.

You yelled at me 
last time.
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Two weeks earlier…
Ow, my
 head…

What happened? 
Where am I?

One minute I’m waxing my 
handlebar mustache…

…the next, I’m behind bars! Hello? Anyone 
there?
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Chef...Gustavo…

Wh–Who are you?
WHAT are you?

 Wakey, wakey…  ...time to bakey!

s pl ish
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